Abstract -An all-lag reference-code correlator generates an all-lag correlation vector at a rate equal to the rate of incoming data samples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Correlators are widely used in applications involving signals that are formed by periodic repetition of reference codes with or without data modulation. The signals may be further corrupted by noise and various kinds of interference. Depending on applications, the reference code can be a pseudo-noise sequence, a sampled sinusoidal wave or, in fact, any arbitrary sequence of data. As a particular example, the reference code in a direct-sequence spreadspectrum (DSSS) system is a pseudo-noise spreading sequence. DSSS techniques [I] , [2] have applications in many areas such as multiple-access data communications, secure communications, channel sounding, ranging and target identification using radars or sonars, and navigation using Global Positioning System (GPS). A correlator is required in a DSSS receiver to initially acquire the incoming DSSS signal. It is also used to perform other Tel.: ++ 852 + 2859 2710 functions such as code tracking, symbol and carrier clock recovery, demodulation of information symbols embedded in a DSSS signal, and channel estimation.
In this paper, we are concerned with all-lag referencecode correlators. An all-lag reference-code correlator correlates a stream of data samples, { d , , } , with 0, 1, ... , N -1 lags of a length-N reference code sequence, { co , c l , ... , cN-, }, and thereby produces a stream of all-lag correlation vectors, {r,,), at a rate equal to the rate of incoming data samples.
In this context, r,, =
[ro,,,,~,n,"'~rN-l,n~~ is given by r,, =Cd, 
is a data vector containing N most-recent data samples. Note that the subindex m of rm,,, refers to a lag of the reference code sequence while the second subindex It is time.
Interest in all-lag reference-code correlators arises because they provide more correlation information than serial correlators, parallel correlators and banks of serial correlators, the latter three types of correlators being commonly used in practical situations ~i~. 1 depicts such a correlator for generating, as an example, {rO,,,}, and Table 1 lists the required numbers of multipliers, adders, etc., for implementing a parallel correlator. It is apparent that a parallel correlator comprises N multipliers, N -1 adders and N -1 storage elements, so that the degree of implementation complexity is of the can be achieved in a duration Of periods. On the other using a parallel order N , Since an all-lag reference-code correlator correlator to determine acquisition requires a longer duration of 2 N -1 sampling periods. Code tracking and automatic frequency control in DSSS receivers can be made easier and can be enhanced by more frequent adjustments. In channel estimation, the impulse response of a multipath fading channel can be estimated directly and more conveniently from a knowledge of r,. More frequent update of channel estimates is also made possible, which improves RAKE receiver performance in response to rapidly varying channels. By processing the additional correlation information provided by an all-lag reference-code correlator, both acquisition and channel estimation can be made more robust to noise and interference than using a parallel correlator.
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implemented using the direct approach comprises N parallel correlators, the degree of implementation complexity is of the order N 2 .
The resultant implementation complexity is especially significant when the reference-code length N is large.
Previous research effort has been devoted to minimize the implementation complexity of a parallel correlator for some special cases [12]-[ 141. However, techniques directed to the reduction of implementation complexity for an all-lag reference-code coirelator in general have not appeared in the previous literature. The objective of the present work is to develop a low-complexity architecture for an all-lag reference-code correlator, which is based on a recursive form derived in this paper. The all-lag reference-code correlator that is realized by this recursive relationship is referred to as a recursive all-lag reference-code correlator. Direct implementation of an al1-k reference-code
In this paper, we show that it"can be efficiently realized Correlator is by n~a n S of N Parallel coflelators~ where the with a complexity approximately equal to that of a single mth parallel comelatort = O 7 1, ' " 7 -1, a parallel correlator. That is, the resultant implementation block of data samples given by d,, With the sequence taken complexity is of the order N . This result enables system from the mth row of C , and produces a sequence of
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N -l designers to utilize all-lag correlation information while keeping the implementation cost low. This paper is organized as follows. The recursive form for an all-lag reference-code correlator that generates { r,,} is derived in Section 11. Efficient implementation of recursive all-lag reference-code correlators are also discussed. Conclusions are drawn in Section III. . .
RECURSIVE ALL-LAG REFERENCE-CODE

(4)
This shift matrix performs a linear transformation on an Nlength column vector by cyclically shifting up the elements in the vector by one step. This transformation can be realized in practice by using an end-around shift register. Since cyclically shifting an N -length vector for N steps reproduces the original vector, it follows that
where I is an N x N identity matrix.
The desired recursive form for r, is obtained by It is easy to verify that
m=1,2;..,N-l. 
Applying (7) to this expression gives ' Throughout this paper, the left uppermost element of a matrix is assigned an index (0,O) rather than the usual index (1,l).
+ d n -N ( s C o -C N -I ) .
Noting that rn-l = we arrive at the desired recursive form dn-l+mr-(N-l)cmr as seen from (8),
Based on a knowledge of rn-l, one can generate r, by this recursive relationship. Note that Srn-l is an end-around rotation of rnWl. As (11) is a recursive equation only, it remains to find the initial condition that makes (1 1) and (1) yield the same result. Repeated application of (1 1) for N times followed by applying ( 5 ) and ( The number of arithmetic operations of the recursion for each iteration can easily be observed to be 1 subtraction, N additions, N multiplications and 2N shifts. Based on the recursive relationship of (1 l), the all-lag reference-code correlator that generates {r,) can be constructed as depicted in Fig. 2 . It requires an N -length shift register to store the input signal samples, and output storage to store the N correlation results for the previous sampling instant, a negator, N multipliers and N + 1 two-input adders. Notice that prior to operation, the values stored in the shift register and in the output storage are initialized to zero. Table 1 summarizes the required numbers of components for implementing this all-lag reference-code correlator. Comparing corresponding numbers of components for realizing a parallel correlator as listed also in Table 1 , one immediately finds that implementation complexity of an all-lag reference-code correlator that generates { r, } is approximately the same as that of a conventional parallel correlator. In particular, degree of complexity of both correlators are of the order N .
CONCLUSIONS
A recursive form for generating an all-lag correlation sequence (r,} has been derived. It has been shown that using this recursive form, an all-lag reference-code correlator can be implemented with a complexity
